
Early Days at Ordnance Survey
I joined Ordnance Survey (OS) in 1962, not as a

cartographer, but as a field labourer with the OS

Continuous Revision Group 105 which was based in

Leicester. The job was my first from school and involved

supporting the surveyors both in and out of the office. It

mainly involved making large-scale survey revisions, to

1:1,250 and 1:2,500 plans, trying to keep up with all the

new estate developments of the early ‘60s. It was great fun

acting as a ‘gopher’; fetching, carrying and cleaning

equipment. I got to hold the measurement staves and

thumped nails into pavements to act as key points on

traverses with tapes and chains. I got to see the insides of a

major sewage farm, Leicester prison and many private

properties; the owners of which had to honour the power

of the OS Royal Warrant card, often with much argument!

I learnt a great deal about OS mapping scales,

symbolization and the content of large-scale plans. During

the very cold winter of 1962–63 we often received hot tea

from little old ladies as we walked about taking

measurements. Once, when traversing across a frozen

pond to save some distance, the inevitable happened and

my surveyor plunged through the ice. Fortunately I was

just able to get him out. The weather eventually got too

inhospitable – just breathing on the map/plan over a steel

ruler froze the two together – so thank goodness we were

recalled to the office for nearly three months. 

My primary task in the office was to update the index

maps with pins of many colours and shapes to show

visually what had been mapped, when mapping was

scheduled, and who was designated to undertake the

surveys. I also acted as runner to the bookies and learnt

how to bet on horses. (Once, in a fit of madness, I bet £1 to

WIN on Monawin in the Lincoln Handicap, which came in

at 25-to-1 – I was a hero, and very rich for a short time –

my wage was under £4 a week.)

By the spring of 1963, I was fed up with working in

the cold and applied for and was accepted as a

Cartographic Assistant at the OS headquarters in

Southampton. This category of staff was new to the OS

and was bought in to just undertake scribing, the latest

technology of the time. About thirty of us were given three

months training in the drawing school. The Cartographic

Assistant grade was greatly despised by the main

cartographic draftsmen – ‘de-skilling’ was a popular term!

But, the inevitable happened and scribing became

mainstream. The process took place on quarter-inch-thick

glass coated with a negative image of a plan needing

redrawing. The tools were pretty basic and many were

‘homemade’ within the OS. Steel gramophone needles

were used to scribe lines and these were sharpened on

special rigs to exact line-cutting widths. The main problem

with the glass, which was recycled after each plan was

completed, was the microscopic flaws that led to your

needle needing constant attention to maintain its line

width. Mylar plastic eventually replaced glass and made

the scribing task much easier, especially when sapphire-

tipped needles of exact widths were substituted for the

steel needle variety. A downside to scribing, from a

practitioners’ point of view, was the many hours looking

into a backlit drawing table, which, I suspect, did not do

my eyesight any favours.

After a year I was selected to undertake a six-month

drawing course at the next salary grade up and so went

back to drawing school. The course covered many aspects

of Ordnance Survey mapping tasks and also entailed civil

service examinations plus some basic surveying – it was

effectively an apprenticeship that lasted overall about three

years. This was before the time of BTEC (Business and

Technology Education Council) courses at Luton and

Oxford and the OS were specifically interested in teaching

you how to draw their maps, their way. Tests included

hand-drawing ornament for cliffs, hachures for

embankments, and, of course, very accurate drawing – you

were never allowed to draw less than half a line-width out.

Different inks were used for drawing on different surfaces

that ranged from blue linen to white enamel and glass.

Sharpening and adjusting your drawing pens needed some

skill to enable drawing exact line-widths. Different

features required different line-widths – you could not

simply go to the toolbox of your computer’s drawing

program! And, when drawing ornamental symbols, you

had to know which type of crowquill nib to choose and

use.

As a short break, I transferred to the Land Registry,

which was based in the Bar Gate in Southampton. It broke

the monotony of drawing 1:1,250 and 1:2,500 plans. A

small group of us hand-drew and hand-lettered the plans

associated with house registration. I then moved from

large-scale production in the old (bombed) building at

London Road to medium and small-scale mapping at

Maybush. I specialized in photo-lithographic work,

‘duffing-out’ spots on film negatives and stripping-in last-

minute amendments, such as the latest AA box symbol.

This was pretty tedious work some of the time, but was
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made bearable by an excellent group of work colleagues. I

can remember one Christmas when offices were decorated

according to themes. Ours was ‘Hawaiian’, with the ‘bar’

roof made from cardboard tubes. We even made a papier-

mâché cow with a beer barrel hung underneath – the beer

came out when you raised its tail! Well, we were young,

and ‘elf and safety’ hadn’t been invented.

To help extend my knowledge of cartography, I

joined the 135 Survey Royal Engineer Regiment as a

Territorial Army sapper. One of the three squadrons

making up the regiment, 338 Cartographic Squadron, was

based in the OS London Road premises. I learnt new skills

especially in photo-litho. I also became a jeep driver and

shot semi-automatic rifles (at targets on ranges). The

Regiment went on exercises annually across the country

usually to remote places such as Dartmoor. We had a

mobile drawing office, photographic facilities and printing

facilities, all contained in very large trucks designed to

operate near to fighting lines and produce up-to-date maps

for troop use. An exciting time was taking part in NATO

(North Atlantic Treaty Organization) exercises in

Germany, plus crossing the Channel on a minesweeper,

landing from assault craft onto the D-Day beach at

Arromanches. We undertook a rapid survey and mapped

bridges along with suitable places for artillery. The French

were not amused and how we ever got permission to do all

this I shall never know.

Adventures in Canada
In 1967, I sailed across the Atlantic and emigrated to

Canada on a £10 government-assisted package. The SS

Maasdam, of Holland America Lines, was the first ship

that year to sail north of Newfoundland – without hitting

any icebergs! Appointed as a Cartographer with the

Ontario Department of Mines in Toronto, the work was all

geological mapping at much smaller scales than those to

which I was familiar. Each map had to have its own

individual graticule as Ontario covered such a vast land

mass (no more Universal Transverse Mercator!). I learnt a

lot about geology; the basement of the offices held a

wonderful selection of rock and crystal samples (some

made into kits for school use and some made it into my

pockets, but don’t tell anyone!). 

After a year or so, I decided to escape government-

based cartography and travelled west to join the Arts

Faculty of Simon Fraser University, a fairly new and

modern campus on the outskirts of Vancouver. My OS

drawing skills came into their own, but the office

consisted of just Lou Skoda and me. He was an excellent

teacher and much of my design and layout skills were

learnt from him. Of particular influence was his interest in

the Munsell Colour System1 for map design and his

innovative work, with others, on the Isodemographic Map
of Canada.2 The work for the Faculty was much more of

the classic university-drawing-office variety, but, in

addition, there were two levels of cartographic courses, so

there was interaction with students in the teaching

laboratory as well as producing figures for professors for

publication. Changing drawing techniques at this time

made production of final ‘artwork’ more efficient. Leroy®

lettering and stencils were overtaken by Letraset® and

other film-based products for tints and patterns. I used

scribing for line-work (now with really nice specialized

equipment from Keuffel & Esser), and constructed multi-

layered map artwork all accurately pin-registered

throughout production. The process was carried into the

darkroom and through to final film positives. At Simon

Fraser, we also used the 3M Color-Key for multi-coloured

overhead transparencies as well as for constructing final

films. 

Cartography at the Open University
On returning to the UK, Carson Clark, one of the Society’s

founding fathers, advised me that it would be in my best

interest to attend the SUC Summer School being held at

Cambridge University. I went along and was soon

introduced to Alan Hodgkiss, who was Editor of the

Society’s Bulletin at that time, and informed me that his

previous professor, Andrew Learmonth, was advertizing

for a cartographer at the Open University in Milton

Keynes. My whole OU career (of 34 years and 275 days)

was down to joining the Society and attending a Summer

School. 

The Open University (OU) was a far different place

in 1970 than it was when I left in 2004. At my

appointment interview I was asked if there was anything I

wanted in particular, and I said ‘A window in the drawing

office’. At Simon Fraser, the office was windowless and

airless, and an unpleasant working environment. Other

tasks they set me included making a critique of the first

teaching Units the OU had published, concerning the

suitability and drawing of their graphics. I wasn’t very

complimentary and wondered at the time was it better to

be honest or say they were really quite nice – which they

weren’t! 

The main difference in those early days at the OU

was size; about 400 staff instead of today’s well over

4,000. This meant that it was really necessary to be multi-

skilled and willing to integrate across departments. The

geography professor who appointed me had a stack of

mapping work he needed completing, both for teaching

and research. He had previously been at Liverpool

University, whose cartographer was Alan Hodgkiss (of

Maps for Books and Theses3 fame and another of the

founding fathers of the Society of University

Cartographers), so I had a lot to try and live up to. I did not

use the same techniques as Alan, but carried over all the

technologies I had used at Simon Fraser, additionally using

sensitized peel coats. Sensitized peel coats had an image

chemically etched onto a plastic surface, so that polygons,

such as house-fills, could be lifted to make a specific

colour or tone mask during the photo-litho process. This

was an advanced method of just tracing and cutting masks

using Rubylith. So, these technologies and systems were
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utilized in much the same way as in large mapping

agencies, but just on a smaller scale of operation. 

One of the nicest things about being the cartographer

in Social Sciences at the OU was getting involved in

academic research. If it meant a few days searching out

data in our library on site or visiting other map libraries

around the country such as the Royal Geographical

Society, then that’s what I did. I had no camera, so

borrowed or used the facilities in our studio area. I had no

vacuum frame on which to process the Color-Key or

multi-layers of screen tints, so I went across to the photo-

litho area and used one of theirs. Over the years, these

areas became much more precious and formalized, which

did not really help me although it did support my

arguments for my own resources for my own area, which I

eventually obtained.

A couple of years after starting work at the OU came

a bolt out of the blue. I was vaguely aware that computers

were being used to make maps and in December 1972, I

attended a long-weekend in Edinburgh organized by the

British Cartographic Society. The group who attended

were awarded a ‘diploma’ in SYMAP (Synagraphic

Mapping System)4 at the end of that course, but it took me

until 1980, eight years later, before I used the program for

real. 

The OU’s first Professor of Geography, Andrew

Learmonth, had a particular interest in medical geography,

and, specifically, in the spread of malaria in India. The

ability of SYMAP to create thematic maps based on the

analysis of complex data sets was ideal for an innovative

mapping project. Data were card-punched for ten different

variables and each data point mapped onto a matrix

covering the sub-continent. The computer centre in Milton

Keynes then sent the processed data via JANET (Joint

Academic Network) to Cambridge University for SYMAP

processing. Choropleth and isopleth maps were the final

outputs, with data divisions chosen using statistical

techniques. Paper maps were printed out using line

printers several days later, back at the OU Computer

Department. These were at a relatively large scale,

meaning that the paper sheets had to be abutted together to

form the whole sub-continent image. Sticky tape plus

SYMAP were the main technologies here! Once each

composite map was examined, the data sets would be

manipulated, choosing new parameters until a series of

maps were obtained for a ten-year period.

These computer-generated maps were then,

ironically, reduced in the darkroom and clear isolines

drawn at A4 size. The computer-generated tints and

patterns were not deemed suitable for publication, so at

this stage multiple peel-coat masks were made, tints and

patterns dropped in, final lettering aligned, and the whole

lot reduced to final printed size. One set made a

Geographical Magazine article on the Anopheles

mosquito.5

Over this period, pen-and-ink drawing had changed

to scribing, and peel-coat masks were used instead of rub-

down tints. At the Reading SUC Summer School in 1983,

we had a debate concerning negative-versus-positive

techniques in the drawing office. At that time, I argued that

the negative process was the most flexible and that the

dark room was an essential resource. One year later, in

1984, the Apple Mac was born along with its mouse and

the ability to draw a rectangle or circle and to add lettering

to a graphic – all without having to code. I can still

remember the glazed eyes of staff in our Computer

Department as I tried to explain vectors! 

Embracing the Digital Age
Desktop publishing (DTP) soon became common, with

Aldus PageMaker (1985) and QuarkXPress (1987) the

market-leading software for page layout and design. The

concept of negative-versus-positive became obsolete, as

had pen-and-ink drawing and then scribing. Slowly, the

term desktop mapping was used globally. At the Society’s

Coventry Summer School in 1988, I gave a paper titled

‘Effective maps from the electronic desktop, or, you never
need to get your fingers inky again’. The main advantages

of computer mapping and drawing programmes were their

flexibility; the ability to show to the author alternatives,

design control, speed of turnaround, and, if you were a

drawing office staffer, the ability to do and change things

such as screen tints, patterns and symbols, yourself. At the

end of the Coventry presentation, I argued that as

cartographers we should wean ourselves off the expression

of desktop publishing and quite justly use the term

‘Desktop Mapping’. 

From this point on, I turned my back on analogue

and went digital and in 1991, I summarized the situation in

a paper that was published in The Cartographic Journal.6
It was not easy at first, as we all know there were things

you could not do with the early computer drawing

programs that you could do using traditional processes, for

example, breaking a line overlapped by lettering. Before

long, however, it became possible to simply apply a white

outline to the text and job was done and nowadays there is

automatic name placement. I used a fancy six-colour

plotter before the first laser printer came along. But

consider the expense of these machines, literally thousands

of pounds, to produce printouts that were never really of

good quality. While convenient for an instant printout,

local printers and plotters could not compare to raw

postscript being printed out on a very expensive Linotronic

imagesetter. The workaround for me was to create the

artwork at one-and-a-half or two times the final size, just

like the old days with paper artwork, then reduce it on the

camera to achieve a reasonable resolution and quality that

was suitable for publishing. Apple UK donated a computer

laboratory to the OU’s Institute of Technology and gave a

lot of support to me in the early days. Indeed, I was lucky

enough to be invited by Apple to a Paris Expo to see the

great man, Steve Jobs, make his presentation and drink his

orange juice (Apple is an alcohol-free zone!).
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The Advent of GIS
A whole raft of drawing programmes appeared from the

mid-1980s. Some allowed x,y,z data to be incorporated in

the finished map in a GIS (Geographic Information

System) manner. So, for example, data could be linked to

postcode locations and the variables plotted into polygons,

such as counties. Additionally, statistical representations

could be overlaid such as proportional circles, pie charts,

and graphs. One project based on these facilities was an

atlas of regional student distribution using nearest

neighbour spatial analysis. This mapping was used by the

OU’s western region to locate tutorial centres based on

distance and student numbers. After persuading the

Department to let me undertake a training course at ESRI

(Environmental Systems Research Institute) in California,

I came to appreciate that learning ARC/INFO

programming would present a career change and it would

not simply be a case of dipping in and out, so, given my

other departmental responsibilities, I realized it would not

work for me. 

There were misconceptions and concerns that GIS

would overtake all drawing office skills and cartographic

representations. This was received particularly badly by

Society members at the time, as the quality of output of all

GIS systems was vastly inferior to a properly drawn and

cartographically ‘correct’ map produced by skilled

cartographic ‘technicians’. Additionally, some academics

were using computer screen-dumps to use in their teaching

and to publish in books and journals. As mentioned

previously, I did not accept SYMAP output and re-drew it

for publication. But of course, all this animosity ignored

the fact that at this time, a GIS was primarily an analysis

tool, and could undertake mapping for academic, public

service and corporations and was most suitable for

planning and research. The advantage of using statistical

techniques and multiple variables in order to produce maps

at different scales and in several varieties was undeniable.

In these early days, I felt it was better to get to grips with

drawing maps by computer with or without spatially

tagged data variables. 

As we all know the world of mapping has moved on

immensely. There is still a strong need for correctly drawn

maps both on and off the screen and GIS today produce

hugely improved presentation methods, which in many

instances reproduce traditional aesthetics. The wonderful

facilities and tools of the FreeHand and Illustrator vector

drawing applications have been totally taken onboard by

cartographers and have no doubt improved the overall

quality and design aesthetics of map outputs, be they on

paper or on screen. Old timers may still have their specific

map favourite – be it a twentieth-century Swiss

topographic map of the Alps or an airbrushed, hill-shaded

OS Tourist Map of the Cairngorms – but whilst I hesitate

to say it, there are now twenty-first century maps drawn

using GIS that can equal or surpass them.

Highlights and Surprises
One personal highlight of my cartographic journey was a

visit to Harvard University’s, Laboratory for Computer

Graphics and Spatial Analysis for a workshop on

proportional symbols given by Arthur Robinson, whom I

admired particularly for his textbook Elements of
Cartography,7 a bible, really, for any newcomer to the

profession.

One surprise was how relevant then, and now, are the

ten requirements for good symbols, which hung on my

office wall – and was often looked at – for over thirty

years. The list is from Language and Symbolic Systems8 by

Yuen Ren Chau: simplicity, elegance, ease of production,

suitability of size, balance between numbers and symbols,

clearness of relation between symbol and object, relevance

of structure, discrimination between symbols, suitability,

and universality.

After a few years on the SUC Committee, I became

Secretary, carried on the Newsletter initiative started by

Anne Lowcock of Manchester University, organized visits

and day trips around the country, and hosted a joint

SUC/BCS day at the Open University. Along with other

OU cartographic colleagues (John Taylor of Earth

Sciences and Ray Munns of Graphic Design), I helped to

organize and run the Society’s 25th Anniversary Summer

School in 1989. The Society very kindly awarded project

funds to help me produce two videos: Putting Britain on
the Map: A Map for Every Purpose and Colour Separation
and Screening Processes, which were distributed widely in

the UK and abroad. Today, there is certainly scope for an

educational video on mapping with and by computers, and

a review of mapping software would be a useful asset for

Society members and for those who may think maps are

simply made with few links from Google. At the Society’s

50th Anniversary Summer School in 2014, I was glad to

hear that the Colour Separation video is still being used

for teaching cartography.

Let me not forget all the wonderful cartographic

friends I have been fortunate to make on my journey. It

was great to meet and chat to many of these at the Glasgow

Summer School of 2014. I won’t forget also those in

Australia, Canada, United States, Ireland, Holland, and in

all those places where the Society has been represented

and made welcome. Life’s journey, perhaps like a map, can

offer many a desirable destination, even from occasionally

getting lost or from taking a wrong turn. I’ve made a few

wrong turns along the way but each right turn has been

wonderfully rewarding and I would not want to turn back.
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